MANUAL FOR ONLINE TRACKING SYSTEM
FOR AMENDMENT APPROVAL
Online tracking system for Amendment Approval is a web application developed by IT team,
BSPTCL & NIC that facilitates the concerned parties involved in e-tendering process to keep a track
on the tender related activities. The parties involved are Vendors, ESE (Field) and CE (HQ).
There are basically 5 modules in the online tracking system, Amendment Approval module being
one of them.
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The AMENDMENT module has been described illustratively below:-

FUNCTIONAL FLOW FOR AMENDMENT MODULE:
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The URL of the web application is http://online.bih.nic.in/OTS/Login.aspx . The following web page
opens on clicking the above URL. User needs to login with the User Id and password provided to
them. The users are advised to change their password on first login.

1. Vendor Login
For the vendor, the dashboard shown as below will get opened.

Go to: Project >> Amendment >> Apply for Amendment Approval.

The request for Amendment approval can be raised by the vendor through the below form:

On saving the request, a unique application Id gets generated.

All the Application Id’s details raised by vendor with its status can be seen by vendor as displayed
in the lower dashboard.

The Applications which have been reverted by the AEE(HQ) to the vendor due to the document
not being proper or any such issues can be seen by the vendor in the ‘Reverted Applications’
menu.
Path: Project >> Amendment >> Reverted Applications

The applications listed in ‘Reverted Applications’ need to be updated by the vendor as per the
remarks of the AEE(HQ) for the amendment approval request to get processed.
All the applications raised by that particular vendor can be seen by the Vendor by clicking the path
“Home>> Amendment Tracker>>View Details. The document uploaded by the vendor can be seen
by clicking the “Applied Doc” hyperlink. The final drawing uploaded after the issuance of
Amendment Order can be seen by clicking the hyperlink ‘Final Doc’ against that application Id.:
Filters for searching the application have also been provided at the top.

2. AEE (HQ)
On logging in, the below page will get opened:
Click on Project >> Amendment >> Approve Amendment

The dashboard shown as below will get opened with all the applications which have been raised
by vendor to the particular AEE(HQ). ‘View/Update’ needs to be clicked to view the document
uploaded by the vendor and to acknowledge it.

The ‘Action Details’ hyperlink can be clicked to the find out the activities performed till date on the
application.

After viewing the document uploaded by the vendor by clicking on ‘Click here to view file’
hyperlink, the request can be acknowledged by clicking the ‘Acknowledge’ button:

An Acknowledgement successful message pops up notifying the user about the same.

Depending on the document uploaded, the AEE(HQ) can :

a. Send to SPC by clicking this radio button listed in Select Action type for further processing.

Once the application is sent to SPC, the AEE(HQ) is presented with the following options.

(i)

Accepted in SPC: This radio button needs to be clicked if the application is accepted in SPC.
Suitable remarks needs to be written.
The ‘Issue Amendment Order’ may be clicked when the same has been issued. Remarks
can be filled and Amendment Document needs to be uploaded.

(ii)

Rejected in SPC: This radio button needs to be clicked if the application is rejected in SPC.
The lifecycle of the application gets closed in this case.
Review: This radio button needs to be clicked if the application is sent back for
reprocessing.
Recommended for BOD: This radio button needs to be clicked if the application is
recommended for BOD. Later on, the AEE(HQ) needs to fill the relevant radio button
‘Accepted in BOD’ , ‘Rejected in BOD’ or ‘Review’.

(iii)
(iv)

b. ‘Not Accept’ it if required. The lifecycle of the application will get closed there in that case.

c. ‘Forward’ to ESE Tr. Circle for getting it processed. The ESE in Tr. Circle will process the application,
and will send it back to AEE(HQ). The AEE(HQ) can then further process the application by
choosing the relevant option as displayed on the screen.

d. ‘Revert’ option can be used by AEE(HQ) to send the application back to the vendor with suitable
remarks to updating it if any issue is found.

All the applications processed by the particular AEE(HQ) can be seen by the AEE(HQ) by clicking
the path “Home>> Amendment Tracker>>View Details. The document uploaded by the vendor can
be seen by clicking the “Applied Doc” hyperlink. The final drawing uploaded after the issuance of
Amendment Order can be seen by clicking the hyperlink ‘Final Doc’ against that application Id.:
Filters for searching the application have also been provided at the top.









3. Transmission Circle
On logging in, the below page will get opened:

Click on Project >> Amendment >> Process Amendment Request.
The dashboard shown as below will get opened with all the applications forwarded by AEE(HQ).

“Action Detail” hyperlink can be clicked to the find out the activities performed till date with
remarks and Time lag details displayed pertaining to the application.

‘View/Update’ needs to be clicked to view the uploaded drawing and process.

After viewing the drawing uploaded by the AEE(HQ) by clicking on ‘Click here to view file’, the ESE
in Transmission Circle can forward the application back to AEE(HQ) by clicking the “Forward” radio
button after writing suitable remarks.

